LWB Phantom to debut at Frankfurt
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Rolls-Royce Motor Cars will show the extended wheelbase version of the Phantom for the
first time in Germany at this year’s IAA show. The longer model will be complemented by
two other Bespoke Phantoms with a range of new features.

Rolls-Royce announced the extended wheelbase model at the Geneva motor show earlier this year.
An additional 250mm increases the already generous rear space and gives customers the chance to
increase the level of Bespoke equipment. The first cars will be built for the Middle East market in
early autumn. Deliveries to the Asia Pacific region will begin at the end of the year. The extended
wheelbase Phantom can be ordered with such options as rear seat DVD player, individual six-inch
screens positioned in the rear of the front seats, drinks cooler and a humidor.
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Alongside the extended wheelbase model will be a Bespoke, contemporary specification Phantom.
The solid black exterior provides the perfect backdrop for the Jasmine-coloured coach-lines. Inside is
a Black Tulip wood veneer with Mother of Pearl detail inlay, matching black carpets and Jasmine
leather seats. In the rear, a Bespoke cool box sits below the lounge seat. Blue chrome fittings
complete the look.
The second Bespoke Phantom has been designed to appeal to the business user. This car includes
items such as a rear telephone and laptop power points. The rear compartment also features a
theatre package - two individual, fully adjustable seats, separated by a centre console, which houses
a cool box and a crystal glass set.
The Rolls-Royce Phantom costs Euros 323,700 plus local taxes. The extended wheelbase version
Phantom costs $385,000 in the Middle East and APAC regions.
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